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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 

 

Investigating the Relationship Between  

Land Subsidence and Groundwater Depletion  

in the North China Plain Using GRACE and ICESat 

 

by 

 

Karen An 

 

Master of Arts in Geography 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2015 

Professor Yongwei Sheng, Chair 

 

The North China Plain (NCP), which encompasses the Hebei, Tianjin, and Beijing 

provinces, is known as the breadbasket of China and the country’s largest producer of wheat and 

maize. The NCP relies heavily on groundwater for agriculture, with 60% of its water supply 

relying on this resource. Such overreliance can result in groundwater depletion and water 

scarcity, as has been observed in many cases around the world. Land subsidence is often 

considered as a consequence of groundwater depletion, which has not been quantitatively 

confirmed, though such aquifer compaction can lead to public safety issues and water 

management problems by decreasing the holding capacity of important aquifers. In this study, 

we employed the commonly used Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment (GRACE) data 
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with well records to validate the groundwater depletion that has already been reported in the 

NCP, and found similar rates of -2.03 cm/yr water loss for 2002-2014. To quantify the effects of 

land subsidence, we used NASA’s Ice, Cloud, and land Elevation (ICESat) satellite to measure 

changes in land elevation in the NCP (5-8 cm/yr). The spatial patterns of groundwater depletion 

and land subsidence measured from the datasets do not exhibit a one-to-one match, which is to 

be expected for such processes, but both show the low-lying plains of north China to be a 

significant area of depletion/subsidence. The seasonality observed from the ICESat data is shown 

to be sensitive to vegetation height change during the growing season, and interpolated points 

showed increase subsidence in areas of winter wheat cropland. As confirmed by previous 

studies, the southern areas of Hebei province are experiencing the most significant groundwater 

depletion, land subsidence, and contain the most productive cropland, which is of concern to 

water management in the area and the future of agriculture for northern China.
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1. Introduction 

The majority of human water use, about 70% globally, is dedicated to irrigation for 

agriculture (United Nations 2014).  It is estimated that about 40% of this usage is derived solely 

from groundwater (Döll 2009). Groundwater, located beneath the Earth’s surface, is a naturally 

occurring freshwater resource that can be easily depleted due to its long recharge rate. Remote 

sensing can monitor this depletion rate, and has identified groundwater depletion in northwest 

India, the Central Valley of California, the Middle East, and in other areas (Famiglietti et al. 

2011, Rodell et al. 2009, Voss et al. 2011). The North China Plain (NCP) is one of these regions, 

as a highly populated and important agricultural region for China. It is the country’s largest 

producer of wheat and maize, and serves the most densely populated regions of the world. Often 

called the breadbasket of China, the area boasts fertile soils but low water availability compared 

to south China. This has led to increased usage of limited groundwater resources in the North 

China Plain and induced land subsidence in the area. The China Ministry of Water Resources 

reports 60% of the freshwater used in the North China Plain is from groundwater (Ministry of 

Water Resources of China 2010).  

Scientists have been able to monitor groundwater depletion in the NCP using NASA’s 

Gravity Recovery Climate Experiment (GRACE) satellite. In northwest India, GRACE measured 

a net loss in groundwater that was double the size of India’s largest surface reservoir in 6 years 

(Famiglietti et al. 2011). In the Central Valley, a volume of groundwater the size of Lake Mead, 

the largest U.S. reservoir, was lost over 7 years (Rodell et al. 2009). Recently, similar studies 

have been made in the North China Plain. In 2013, Feng et al. noted depletion rates of 2.2 +/- 0.3 

cm/yr in the NCP from 2003-2010, with comparable rates measured by monitoring well stations. 

The study also found that government estimates of depletion in the area were underestimated and 
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that GRACE was able to detect the contribution of deep aquifer depletion, another advantage of 

monitoring through remote sensing. A similar study in 2012 by Moiwo et al. used hydro-climatic 

data along with GRACE and found similar depletion rates of 1.68 cm/yr. Most recently, a paper 

(Huang et al., 2015) was able to discern sub-regional aquifer depletion in the NCP using a 

forward modeling approach. This study showed the western shallow aquifer of the NCP 

depleting at much faster rates than a deeper aquifer to the east.  

 Groundwater depletion has also led to land subsidence in many of these regions. Land 

subsidence has natural causes such as compaction, sinkholes, and permafrost loss, but is also an 

effect of drainage, mining, and aquifer compaction from groundwater depletion (USGS 2000). 

This has led to public safety issues especially in densely populated areas with poor building 

construction, and water management problems by decreasing the holding capacity of important 

aquifers. NASA’s Ice, Cloud, and land Elevation satellite (ICESat) is capable of measuring such 

land elevation changes. ICESat studies have measured land topography, sea ice thickness, 

canopy height, cloud height, aerosol distribution, and more. Land subsidence is increasingly 

being monitored using interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR), and this has been done 

in the NCP with a few recent studies. Ng et al. (2011) produced interferograms of motion change 

from ENVISAT and measured -11.5 to 0.6 cm/yr of vertical displacement in Beijing. In the 

NCP, Zhang et al. (2012) used PALSAR interferograms and observed subsidence rates as low as 

-10 cm/yr in Tianjin and -15 cm/yr in Langfang. InSAR interferometry technology however has 

rather strict requirements on data acquisition, which greatly limits its applications. ICESat carries 

a space-borne LiDAR sensor named GLAS, which operated between 2003 and 2009. GLAS can 

provide multi-temporal observations on ground elevation changes, and thus can be used to 

monitor land subsidence over time. These above studies have cited groundwater depletion (using 
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well data or general province statistics) as being the main driver behind increasing rates of 

subsidence in the NCP, but lack support. There is a lack of research investigating the relationship 

between land subsidence and groundwater depletion using remote sensing, which is the focus of 

this study.  

 GRACE and ICESat both can provide efficient and accessible monitoring of groundwater 

depletion and land subsidence in the NCP. This study aims to combine these products in order to 

provide a more complete picture of the effects of this unsustainable reliance on groundwater in 

the region. The main questions this study seeks to answer are:  

- Do groundwater depletion and land subsidence share a spatial and/or temporal 

relationship in the NCP? 

- What seasonal patterns do the GRACE and ICESat time series show, and how are they 

related to human agricultural activity? 

- What regions of the NCP are experiencing the most severe depletion and subsidence 

rates and how do they relate to the distribution of cropland and urban extent in the area? 

2. Data and Methods 

2.1. Isolation of Groundwater Signal from GRACE and Well Records 

 The GRACE satellite is composed of two satellites in tandem (“Tom and Jerry”) that 

make detailed measurements of the earth’s gravity field by relating the distance between the two 

satellites. For example, if there is an increase in gravity, such as when the satellites pass over a 

mountain range, the nearest satellite will speed up and increase the distance from the other 

satellite. GRACE can detect changes in gravity smaller than a micrometer per second in relative 

velocity, and its data has been applied in a variety of fields, such as monitoring ice-mass 

variations, ocean bottom pressure changes, and sea level variations (GRACE Tellus). These 
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changes in gravity can be related to changes in terrestrial water storage, but since GRACE 

measures the change of total water storage, the groundwater signal needs to be isolated from this 

total signal. In areas such as the NCP where hydrometeorological data is not readily available, 

land surface models (LCM) are often used.  

 NASA’s Global Land Data Assimilation System (GLDAS) is commonly used in GRACE 

studies to subtract other components of water storage that are not groundwater from the total 

GRACE signal. GLDAS incorporates satellite and ground-based observations of different 

hydrometeorological variables to simulate the natural environment on a grid-by-grid basis 

(Rodell et al. 2004). For this study, an average of the Variable Infiltration Capacity (VIC) and 

Noah models under GLDAS-2 were used to subtract the runoff, snow, and soil moisture storages 

from GRACE. These models were chosen for their more accurate snow and soil moisture outputs 

and downloaded from GES DISC (Rodell et al. 2004). After this subtraction, we are left with an 

estimated groundwater storage signal (GWS). Monthly mass grid data over land was downloaded 

from GRACE Tellus for Level 3 Release-05 data from the Center for Space Research (CSR) at 

University of Texas. The time series mean was removed to observe the gravity anomalies, and 

LSM outputs for runoff, snow, and soil moisture were subtracted from these anomalies. Data for 

both GRACE and GLDAS are monthly 1 degree gridded datasets and were acquired from April 

2002 to November 2014.   

 Groundwater well monitoring station data was also provided via the National Earthquake 

Precursory Network of China for 2002-2011 across 55 stations in the NCP. Data was provided as 

values of depth to the water table at daily timesteps, which was averaged to monthly values. 

Gaps in the data were corrected with moving averages and jumps in the data were also removed 
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as outliers. A monthly time series of these stations is shown in Figure 1, and shows a similar 

trend to the GWS series, which confirms what past studies have observed. 

2.2. ICESat-GLAS Derived Land Elevation Change 

 ICESat houses the Geoscience Laser Altimeter System (GLAS) instrument, whose main 

objective was to measure ice sheet elevation but also had secondary applications for atmospheric 

properties, vegetation canopy height, bathymetry, and land topography. The GLAS instrument 

has a 1064 nm laser channel for surface altimetry and 15 cm vertical accuracy (Zwally 2012).  

The data product contains 72 meter diameter footprints along satellite tracks that are 172 meters 

apart, with some tracks intersecting. ICESat vertical error is 4-13 cm per degree incidence angle 

and 1-4 cm for flat surfaces (CITE). GLAS/ICESat Level-2 Global Land Surface Altimetry Data 

(Version 34) for 2003-2009 was downloaded for the NCP and contains surface elevation values. 

These altimetry files were converted to geographic information system (GIS) shapefiles for use 

in Esri’s ArcMap 10.2 program. 

 The GLAS points were extracted from a bounding box of [110.076 °E, 121.789 °E, 

33.290 °N, 42.576 °N] to be later clipped to the provincial boundaries in the NCP. The dataset 

was projected to WGS 1984 UTM Zone 50N for minimal distortion. Since we are interested in 

using the GLAS values to calculate a subsidence rate over a time period comparable to the 

GRACE data (2002-2014), we are using a digital elevation model (DEM) from the Shuttle Radar 

Topography Mission (SRTM) as the base elevation. The spatial consistency of SRTM can help 

overcome the sparse distribution of the GLAS points over the plain. The SRTM DEM is 

represented as orthometric heights above the geoid (mean sea level) with respect to WGS84 and 

EGM96 (Earth Gravitational Model 1996), a spherical harmonic model of the earth’s gravity 

potential. The orthometric height is the difference between the ellipsoidal height and the geoid 
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undulation, and so the EGM96 model was subtracted from the GLAS geoid height to be 

comparable with SRTM. Since the GLAS points are referenced to the Topex/Poseidon ellipsoid, 

a further difference of 0.7 meters is subtracted from the points to correct for the ellipsoidal 

difference between WGS84 and Topex/Poseidon. 

The nearest EGM96 and SRTM values to each GLAS point was located using the Sample 

tool in ArcMap. The final ICESat elevation was calculated as: ICESat ellipsoid value - EGM96 

geoid undulation (with specified scale and offset corrections) - 0.7 meters. The nearest SRTM 

DEM value is subtracted from this final ICESat elevation for each footprint. The Julian date 

difference between each GLAS point’s acquisition and February 11, 2000 (SRTM) was 

calculated and used to produce a rate in centimeters per year of elevation change for each point. 

This calculation was only performed for points on the flat surface of the NCP (slope less than 1 

degree) and the final output was bound to +/- 3 meters of elevation change per year to remove 

outliers. The final points after these controls were applied were clipped to the provincial 

boundaries of Beijing, Hebei, and Tianjin, which comprise the NCP. The resulting points are 

shown in Figure 2.  

2.3. Cropland Mapping Using NDVI Product from MODIS 

 Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) maps were also produced for the NCP 

in order to identify major cropland areas and differentiate between seasonal crop cycles. The 

MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer) instrument aboard Terra offers 

MOD13QI, a global vegetation index product with 16 bit signed integer NDVI values and 16-

day intervals at 250 km spatial resolution. The product contains cloud masking, atmospheric 

corrections, angular adjustments, and uses NDVI = [(Near_Infrared - Red)/(Near_Infrared + 

Red)] for the calculation. The data was downloaded for the NCP for all April and July months 
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between 2003-2009. These months were chosen as before harvest (April) and after harvest (July) 

for winter wheat, the major crop export of the region. By subtracting the two months, we can 

gain a better estimate of crop specific farmland to compare with our GLAS results.  

2.4. Uncertainty Estimation 

Each dataset used in the study (GRACE, GLDAS, GLAS, SRTM) has its own error 

estimate. For the original GRACE data, an uncertainty value in cm was calculated for each cell 

as the square root of the sum of the squared measurement error and squared leakage error, as 

directed by the GRACE Tellus. The leakage error results from residual errors from filtering and 

rescaling of the data. The average value of this was 0.37 cm for the NCP. For GLDAS, the sum 

of the standard deviation for each storage component (surface and subsurface runoff, snow, soil 

moisture, and canopy storage) was computed to be 2.98 cm. For ICESat, the vertical error is 4-14 

cm per degree incidence angle and 1-4 cm for flat surfaces, which is isolated as a result of the 

slope control previously mentioned. Many intrinsic differences between the SRTM and ICESat 

data may contribute to the uncertainty estimate, but were beyond the scope of this study to 

consider. For example, the two datasets use different frequencies and penetration depths that may 

affect elevation measurements (Bhang et al. 2007). Rough surface conditions may also scatter 

differently to the two datasets, which was addressed using a SRTM slope control on the GLAS 

points. Seasonal differences of surface conditions were also not addressed.  

3. Results and Discussion 

3.1 Groundwater Storage Estimate from GRACE and In Situ Measurements 

 Similar to results from previous studies, the GRACE derived groundwater storage 

estimates and in situ well records show decreasing storage in the past decade. Figure 1 shows the 

time series of groundwater depletion from GRACE-GLDAS in blue and averaged well records 
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showing depth to the water table in green. Data gaps from instrument error or lack of well data 

were filled in with a moving average. The phase and depletion rate of the two datasets match 

well, which helps to validate the signal recovered from GRACE and confirms that the extracted 

GRACE information reflects groundwater level change. The groundwater depletion rate 

measured from GRACE is -2.03 cm/yr for 2002-2014 and -2.14 cm/yr from the well records for 

2003-2010. This is of similar order to previous studies, such as Feng et al. (2013) who measured 

2.2 ± 0.3 cm/yr from GRACE and 2.0 to 2.8 cm/yr from the same well records for 2003 to 2010. 

Our study extends the time period of this most recent GRACE study, and confirms that 

groundwater depletion is continuing at a similar rate in the NCP from 2010-2014.  

Our study does not explore subregional depletion as in Huang et al. (2015), which divides 

their analysis over the Piedmont Plain (shallow groundwater) and the East Central Plain (deep 

groundwater), the areas of which are shown in Figure 3. Their study found faster rates of 

depletion in the shallow Piedmont Plain, which also recovered more quickly during the drought 

period of 2008-2011. Their results can help to guide our analysis of land subsidence measured by 

ICESat, which has a much more detailed spatial distribution than the original GRACE 

groundwater results. Zooming into the NCP, shown in Figure 4, there is higher groundwater 

depletion in the southeastern area of the East China Plain. This is inconsistent with Huang et al. 

(2015), which cites -4.65 ± 0.68 cm/yr in the Piedmont Plain and -1.69 ± 0.19 cm/yr in the East 

China Plain. However, the values measured for this study in the two areas show at most a 1 

cm/yr difference. This difference may be due to a variety of methods that differ between the two 

studies, since Huang et al. (2015) employ a forward modeling approach that implements well 

data and groundwater bulletin statistics into their trend calculation. Despite these differences, our 
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study confirms previous work that groundwater depletion is spatially concentrated in the low-

lying plain of north China, where the majority of cropland lies. 

We focus on the Piedmont and East China Plain, since these are the main agricultural 

areas, and leave the neighboring signals to be explained by precipitation, snow at high 

elevations, etc. Figure 4 was created by resampling the GRACE product using a bilinear 

interpolation from 1 to 0.1 degree in order to smooth the signal.  Of course, this over-sampling is 

beyond the instrument’s capabilities, which is meant to measure areas of at least 250,000 km2. 

This exercise is a simple method to observe any general spatial trend in the plain, and to compare 

to previous studies (Huang et al. 2015) that have downscaled the GRACE dataset to investigate 

sub-regional groundwater depletion. This is a qualitative approach that can help to compare the 

spatial patterns between all datasets. Figure 4 also shows the distribution of the monitoring well 

stations across the plain. 

3.2 Land Subsidence Rates and Spatial Distribution from ICESat  

 The GLAS points shown in Figure 2 is the remaining dataset after the aforementioned 

slope and data controls were applied. To analyze the data temporally, over 185,000 points were 

averaged across the East China Plain and Piedmont Plain. Each acquisition month was averaged 

to a single elevation change rate in centimeters per year. The number of points per date is shown 

in Figure 5a, with months containing 1,500 to 10,000 points. Only one month (09/2003) was 

removed for containing 1 point. These count values were used to calculate a weighted date to 

plot the average elevation for each month. For example, if there were more points for a date near 

the end of a month, the weighted date would be closer to the end of the month. Since the average 

elevation rate for each month is measured from the SRTM acquisition date in 2000, the rates are 

over different time periods (2000-03, 2000-04, etc.) and cannot be directly compared. To remedy 
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this, the rates were converted back to elevation values by multiplying each weighted date by the 

Julian date difference between this date and the SRTM acquisition in 2000.  

The resulting time series is shown in Figure 5b. The range of the elevation values are 

very large, which is to be expected given that each month’s points can occur on a different 

transect throughout the NCP, which is over 215,000 km^2. However, the series does show a 

general decreasing trend in the plain, with an annual signal that will be analyzed with agriculture 

patterns in the next section. Similar methodology was applied in Figure 6, but on an annual scale 

instead of monthly, with the number of points per year shown in Figure 6a and the resulting time 

series shown in Figure 6b. Here, with the seasonal signal removed, the decreasing trend in land 

elevation is clearly shown. It should be noted from Figure 6a that the number of points for the 

last year, 2009, looks to be relatively low, but it still contains over 12,500 points which is a 

considerable sample size.  

Spatially, as was seen in Figure 2, it is difficult to view all 185,000 GLAS points at once 

given the density of the dataset. What is displayed in Figure 2 may not be representative of the 

data since there are many overlapping points (discussed in the supplementary section), and which 

point is drawn atop another is arbitrary. Interpolating the GLAS points is one method of 

attempting to view the general trend over the NCP. In Figure 7, a trend analysis was completed 

in ArcGIS using a 3rd polynomial order and linear regression to extract a general pattern of land 

elevation change. The resulting figure shows a decreasing trend traveling from east to west 

across the plain, as well as decreasing bowls to the north approaching Beijing and in southwest 

Hebei. These two spots have been shown in previous studies using groundwater storage trend 

data from the China Ministry of Water Resources and Department of Water Resources of Hebei 
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Province, as the two administrative units experiencing the highest groundwater depletion (Feng 

et al. 2013). 

3.3 Relation Between Groundwater, Land Subsidence, and Agriculture 

 Our GRACE and ICESat results show some similarities between groundwater withdrawal 

and land subsidence, respectively, but these processes can be further related by agriculture 

extent. Spatially, comparing Figures 4 and 7, there are similarities between greater groundwater 

depletion and greater land subsidence. In both figures, there is a similar area approaching Beijing 

that has a lower signal from GRACE and the lowest signal from ICESat. In Figure 4, GRACE 

shows the greatest groundwater depletion in the southeast portions of Hebei, but in Figure 7, the 

GLAS results only show a subsiding trend from east to west across Hebei. Of course, the spatial 

patterns of the two processes are not expected to match, especially under such short timescales. 

There can be an extensive lag between groundwater depletion and land subsidence that is 

dependent on the aquifer geology and more detailed information on water extraction. However, 

Figures 4 and 7 both show groundwater depletion and land subsidence having a similar east-west 

gradient that may be related.  

For further comparison, the times series of GRACE groundwater depletion and ICESat 

elevation change were also plotted together in Figure 8a. By superimposing the two times series 

atop each other, there seems to be a similar decreasing and seasonal trend in the GRACE and 

ICESat data. However, the large range of elevation change measured from the GLAS points is 

not reasonable within one year. The phase of the ICESat series is also much less smooth, which 

is expected since ICESat campaigns were measured three months out of the year (which also 

varied year to year). Figure 6b shows an overall subsidence rate of about 8 cm/yr, but the rates 

goes down to 5 cm/yr if we exclude the imcomplete observations in 2003 and 2009.  Though the 
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rate is in the range of previously mentioned InSAR studies in the NCP measuring up to 10 cm/yr 

(Zhang et al. 2012), it is still doubles our GRACE observed groundwater depletion rate of about 

2 cm/yr.  The observed land subsidence may reflect accumulative effects of previous years’ 

groundwater depletion.  On top of groundwater depletion, other factors may contribute to the 

observed land subsidence such as seasonal subsidence/uplift (Galloway et al. 1998) and faults 

controlling the spatial pattern of subsidence (Amelung et al. 1999). Another process, agriculture, 

must be contributing to the GLAS elevation signal as vegetation height can change dramatically 

during the growing season. In this study, we investigate the contribution of vegetation height that 

may be contributing to this ICESat elevation signal. 

 From the MODIS-derived NDVI product, Figure 9 shows an average of April (before 

harvest) minus July (after harvest) NDVI for 2003-2009, the time span of our GLAS dataset. If 

the value is larger (blue), that means there was a higher NDVI value in April, and if the value is 

lower (red), that means there was a higher NDVI value in July. We are interested in the blue 

areas of Figure 9, that indicate the general cropland extent of winter wheat, the most dominant 

crop type in the NCP that is harvested in May/July (Wang et al. 2001). Other crops such as corn 

and soybean are grown during the opposite growing season, and may be indicated by the red 

areas of Figure 9 but do not have as high production yields out of the NCP as winter wheat. In 

Figure 9, we see that the areas with the largest NDVI difference value are located in southeastern 

Hebei and stretches north to Beijing. These areas coincide with elevation trend patterns presented 

in Figure 7, which showed similar land subsidence in southeastern Hebei and Beijing from the 

interpolated GLAS points. 

 Of course, the calculated NDVI difference does not only contain cropland, all land cover 

types including urban area, forests, grassland, etc. The NDVI difference only calculates the 
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general extent of winter wheat cropland. Since these cropland areas also show the greatest 

subsidence from ICESat, the GLAS values must be affected by both the aquifer depletion in the 

area but also crop height change during the growing season. GLAS sensitivity to vegetation 

height may help to explain the seasonal patterns shown in the GLAS time series in Figures 5b 

and 8a. In Figure 8a, we see the seasonality of the water table from GRACE, which is affected 

by precipitation and snow, and the seasonality of the growing season from ICESat. By removing 

the monthly means from the GRACE and well data, and plotting Figure 6b alongside, Figure 8b 

shows a general decreasing trend that indicates overall groundwater depletion and land 

subsidence in the area. The complexity of comparing GRACE and ICESat over different land 

surfaces, for different timescales, and the unpredictable response of broad land subsidence to 

water extraction both vertically and across a large study area, makes it difficult to present a one-

to-one response. However, both datasets indicate the highest groundwater depletion and land 

subsidence in southern Hebei from remotely sensed data, which is the only substitute for lack of 

public information on the topics.  

4. Conclusion 

Known as the breadbasket of China, the North China Plain has been an increasingly 

common region for groundwater depletion studies (Feng et al. 2013, Huang et al. 2015). These 

studies have relied on remote sensing techniques given the lack of public dataset access and for 

the efficiency of measuring changes in the water table over a large area. In this study, we 

employed the commonly used GRACE data with well records to validate the groundwater 

depletion that has already been reported in the NCP and found similar rates of -2.03 cm/yr water 

loss for 2002-2014. The ICESat data was used to measure the general land elevation change 

across a large area and over a time period comparable to that of GRACE. The points were also 
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tied to SRTM to increase the measurable period of elevation change. The spatial patterns of 

groundwater depletion and land subsidence measured from the datasets do not exhibit a one-to-

one match, which is to be expected for such processes, but both show the low-lying plains of 

north China to be a significant area of depletion/subsidence of 5-8 cm/yr. The seasonality 

observed from the ICESat data is shown to be sensitive to vegetation height change during the 

growing season, and interpolated points showed increase subsidence in areas of winter wheat 

cropland. As confirmed by previous studies, the southern areas of Hebei province are 

experiencing the most significant groundwater depletion, land subsidence, and contain the most 

productive cropland. 

Such studies are especially pressing given the country’s reliance on the NCP and recent 

reports of drought-stricken farmers and dwindling groundwater supplies. In fact, the 

controversial South-to-North Water Transfer Project currently underway, is a large engineering 

feat of canals and pipelines built to remedy the water shortage in the NCP by sending water from 

south to north China (Liu and Yang 2012). This project is seen as a temporary solution given the 

fractured nature of groundwater management in the region, which is composed of individual 

agencies that manage the water supply separately. Such developing management strategies in the 

region make the North China Plain an important area to study, where increasing groundwater 

depletion for agriculture adds it to a list of similar regions around the world. 
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Figure 1: In blue, the time series of groundwater storage change estimated from GRACE and 

GLDAS from April 2002 – November 2014. In green, the time series of depth to water table for 

well stations from National Earthquake Precursory Network of China for April 2002 – October 

2011.  
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Figure 2: All 245,000 GLAS points remaining in the NCP after appropriate slope and cutoff 

controls were applied to the data to remove outliers. Red points show a decreasing elevation 

change and blue points show more uplift, though which point is drawn atop the other is arbitrary.  
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Figure 3: The SRTM DEM showing elevation in meters in the NCP. The Piedmont Plain and 

East China Plain are also outlined, the locations of which are adopted from Huang, et al. (2015).  
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Figure 4: The GRACE groundwater storage trend resampled in ArcGIS to 0.1 degree cell size. 

Red areas indicate greater groundwater depletion than blue areas. Well monitoring stations are 

also shown as black triangles.  
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Figure 5: (a-top) – The number of footprints for each monthly acquisition of ICESat from 

February 2003 – October 2009. (b-bottom) – The weighted monthly average of each monthly 

GLAS elevation value difference from SRTM.  
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Figure 6: (a-top) – The number of footprints for each year of ICESat campaigns from 2003-2009. 

(b-bottom) – The weighted yearly average of GLAS elevation value difference from SRTM. 
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Figure 7: The trend analysis result for all GLAS points after applied data controls in the 

Piedmont and East China Plains.  
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Figure 8: (a-top) – The GRACE time series from Figure 1 and the ICESat monthly series from 

Figure 5b plotted simultaneously. (b-bottom) – The GRACE and monitoring well time series 

with the monthly means removed and the ICESat annual series from Figure 6b. 
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Figure 9: The mean NDVI difference from MODIS for 2003-2009, where the difference in 

NDVI was taken from April minus July to isolate the winter wheat cropland area. 
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Appendix A: Interactive Data Language (IDL) code for preparing the GRACE dataset 

 
;_____________________________________________________________________________
________________________________ 
 ;[A module to reassemble GRACE netCDF files and convert them to the ENVI .dat format] 
 ; 
 ;GRACE netCDF formats are referred to:  
ftp://podaac-ftp.jpl.nasa.gov/allData/tellus/L3/land_mass/RL05/netcdf/ 
 ; 
 ; Basic functions: 
 ; 1. Storing global/local attribute names and attribute values (retrieved from the netCDF file) to 
a text memo file 
 ; 2. Cleaning raw netCDF data, and stacking processed data layers in a consecutive monthly 
series (no gap between months) 
 ; 3. Exporting stakced data layers and associated acquisition time to IDL data formats 
 ; 
 ; By: Prof. Sheng Group, Geography, UCLA 
 ; 05/10/2014 
 ;  
 ; [References] 
 ; ftp://podaac-ftp.jpl.nasa.gov/allData/tellus/L3/land_mass/RL05/netcdf/ 
 ; Source MATLAB code ("G_read_netcdf_Swenson.m", UC Irvine) 
 ; Chambers ref., GRACE/CSR website 
 ; 
______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________ 
  
 pro reading_grace_netcdf, netCDF_file, scale_file, attribute_info, output_dat_name, 
water_thickness_scaled, time_julian, time_array, total_error_hemis 
  
 ; [INPUT/OUTPUT VARIABLES: all with extension names] 
 ;[INPUT] 
 ;Full directory of the original netCDF file (.nc format) 
 netCDF_file = netCDF_file 
 scale_file = scale_file 
 ;[OUTPUTS] 
 ;Full directory of the memo file for retrieved attribute names and values (.txt format) 
 attribute_info = attribute_info 
 ;Full directory of the retreived GRACE liquid water equivalent thickness data (.dat format) 
 output_dat_name = output_dat_name 
 ;Full directory of the acquisition dates of water thickness (.sav format) 
 output_time_name = 'C:\Users\Karen\Documents\GRACE\GRACE_06_2014_Run\Time-
GRCTellus.CSR.200204_201406.LND.RL05.DSTvSCS1401.sav' 
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;_____________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________ 
 ; [CODES] 
  
 fileID = ncdf_open(netCDF_file) ;Open the netCDF file and assign it a file ID 
 fileinq_struct=ncdf_inquire(fileID) ;Inquire the structure of this netCDF file 
 nvars = fileinq_struct.nvars  ;Retrieve the number of variables 
 natts = fileinq_struct.NGATTS ;Retrieve the number of GLOBAL attributes 
  
  
 ;Read GLOBAL attributes and store their names and values into a txt memo (output: 
attribute_info) 
 GET_LUN, u 
 OPENW, u, attribute_info ;Create and open the memo text file 
 printf, u, '[ATTRIBUTE INFO FOR THIS NETCDF FILE:]' ;Write header into the text file 
 printf, u, netCDF_file ;Write netCDF file name 
 printf, u, '' 
 printf, u, '[GLOBAL ATTRIBUTES: START OF FILE]' 
 ;Loop through each extracted global attributes and retrieve/write attribute names and values 
 for attndx = 0, natts-1 do begin 
       this_global_attname=ncdf_attname(fileID,attndx,/global) ;Retrieve this variable name 
       ;print, this_global_attname 
       printf, u, attndx 
       printf, u, 'ATTRIBUTE NAME:' 
       printf, u, this_global_attname ;Print variable name to memo 
       ncdf_attget,fileID,this_global_attname,this_value,/global ;Retrieve this variale value 
       this_attribute_value = string(this_value) 
       ;print, this_attribute_value 
       printf, u, 'VALUE:' 
       printf, u, this_attribute_value ;Print variable value to memo 
        
       ;READ FILE NAMES [commented for now] 
       ;layer_names_array = [] 
       ;if this_global_attname eq 'input_filename' then begin 
       ;  layer_names = [this_attribute_value] 
       ;  layer_names_array_1 = STRSPLIT(layer_names, '.', /extract) 
       ;  for i = 0, n_elements(layer_names_array_1)-1 do begin 
       ;     this_layer_name = layer_names_array_1[i] 
       ;     this_layer_name = strmid(this_layer_name, 5, 42) 
       ;     layer_names_array = [layer_names_array, this_layer_name] 
       ;  endfor    
       ;endif 
 endfor 
 printf, u, '[GLOBAL ATTRIBUTES: END OF FILE]' 
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 ;Retrieve netCDF variables 
 printf, u, '' 
 printf, u, '' 
 printf, u, '-------------------------------------------' 
 printf, u, '[LOCAL/VARIABLE ATTRIBUTES: START OF FILE]' 
 ;Loop through each variables in the netCDF file 
 for vardx = 0, nvars-1 do begin 
       ;print, vardx 
       printf, u, '' 
       printf, u, 'VRIABLE: ' + string(vardx) 
       printf, u, 'VARIABLE NAME:' 
       varinq_struct=ncdf_varinq(fileID,vardx) ;Inquire the structure of this variable  
       ;[note:] Each netCDF variable contains (1) its own data name and value, and (2) one or 
several associated attributes;  
       ;        Each attribute in this variable has a name and a value 
        
       this_variable_name = varinq_struct.name ;Retrieve this variable name 
       ;Inquire the index of the KEY variable that stores the GRACE Liquid Water Equivalent 
Thickness values 
       if this_variable_name eq 'lwe_thickness' then data_variable_index = vardx 
       ;Inquire the index of the KEY variable that stores the acquisition time series of the water 
thickness data  
       if this_variable_name eq 'time' then data_variable_time_index = vardx  
        
       ;print, 'variable name: ' + this_variable_name  
       printf, u, this_variable_name ;Print this variable name into text memo 
          
       ;Now retrieving values of this variable 
       varID=ncdf_varid(fileID,this_variable_name) ;Create an ID for this variable 
        
       n_variable_atts = varinq_struct.NATTS ;Retrieve the number of variables in this variable 
      
       ;Print names/values of all attributes in this variable to the text memo 
       ;Loop through all attributes in this variable 
       for attndx_vardx =0, n_variable_atts-1 do begin 
         printf, u, attndx_vardx 
         this_variable_attname=ncdf_attname(fileID,vardx, attndx_vardx) ;Retrieve this attribute 
name 
         ;print, this_variable_attname 
         printf, u, 'ATTRIBUTE NAME:' 
         printf, u, this_variable_attname ;Print attribte name to text memo 
         ncdf_attget,fileID,varID, this_variable_attname,this_value  
         this_variable_attribute_value = string(this_value) ;Retrieve attribute value 
         ;print, this_variable_attribute_value 
         printf, u, 'VALUE:' 
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         printf, u, this_variable_attribute_value ;Print attribute value to text memo 
      endfor   
 endfor 
 printf, u, '[LOCAL/VARIABLE ATTRIBUTES: END OF FILE]' 
  
  
 ;Retreive values of key variables: TIME SERIES and WATER THICKNESS 
 ;___________________________[TIME SERIES]__________________________ 
 varinq_struct=ncdf_varinq(fileID,data_variable_time_index) ;Inquire this variable structure 
 time_variable_name = varinq_struct.name ;Retrieve variable name 
 varID=ncdf_varid(fileID,time_variable_name) ;Create an ID for this variable 
 ncdf_varget,fileID,varID, time ;Retrieve variable value 
  
  
 ;Reassemble acquisition time into a consecutive monthly series (i.e., continuous months, no 
gaps)  
 time_Julian = time + JULDAY(1,1,2002) ;Update/convert GRACE nc.time (i.e., the number of 
days from 1/1/2002) to Julian dates 
 CALDAT, time_Julian, month, date, year ;Convert the updated Julian dates to month/date/year  
 n_month = n_elements(month) ;Retrieve the number of acquisition dates 
 ;make the calendar months consecutive 
 diff_month = month[1:(n_month-1)] - month[0:(n_month-2)] ;Calculate gaps between each 
adjacent months 
 fix = where(diff_month NE 1 and diff_month NE -11, fix_count) ;Calculate  indices where gaps 
are longer than 1 month (NOT consecutive) 
 ;Iterate identified time gaps (months) and fill the gaps with month values  
 WHILE fix_count GE 1 DO BEGIN ;Fill gaps untill no gaps were identified 
   a=fix[0]  
   if month[a] EQ 12 and month[a+1] NE 1 then begin ;if the gap is between two adjacent years 
      end_index = n_elements(month)-1 
      month=[month[indgen(a+1)], 1, month[a+1:end_index]] 
      year=[year[indgen(a+1)], year[a+1], year[a+1:end_index]] 
      date=[date[indgen(a+1)], date[a+1], date[a+1:end_index]] 
   endif else begin 
      if month[a] LT 12 and month[a+1] NE month[a]+1 then begin ;if the gap is between two 
months in the same year 
        end_index = n_elements(month)-1 
        month= [month[indgen(a+1)], month[a]+1, month[a+1:end_index]] 
        year=[year[indgen(a+1)], year[a], year[a+1:end_index]] 
        date=[date[indgen(a+1)], date[a], date[a+1:end_index]] 
      endif 
   endelse 
   n_month = n_elements(month) 
   diff_month = month[1:(n_month-1)] - month[0:(n_month-2)] 
   fix = where(diff_month NE 1 and diff_month NE -11, fix_count) 
 ENDWHILE 
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 ;___________________________[WATER THICKNESS: cm]________________________ 
 varinq_struct=ncdf_varinq(fileID,data_variable_index) ;Inquire this variable structure 
 true_variable_name = varinq_struct.name ;Retrieve variable name 
 varID=ncdf_varid(fileID,true_variable_name) ;Create a variable ID 
 ncdf_varget,fileID,varID, Water_Thickness ;Retrieve variable value 
 Water_Thickness[where(abs(Water_Thickness) GE 1000)] = !Values.F_NaN ;Correct flagged 
data points (Convert flagged values to NaN) 
  
 ;Reassemble/Update water thickness layers based on the filled/consecutive time series 
 new_time = JULDAY(month,date,year) ;Convert moth/date/year to Julian dates 
 new_data = fltarr(360,180,n_elements(new_time)) ;Define a new array to store reassembled 
water thickness values  
 new_data[*,*,*] = !Values.F_nan ;Initiate all values to be NaN 
 ;Loop through the old time series (with one with gaps): These old months are VALID 
acquisition dates 
 FOR i = 0, n_elements(time_Julian)-1 DO BEGIN 
     a = where(new_time EQ ceil(time_Julian[i])) ;Retrieve the index of this valid acquisition date 
from the filled/new time series 
     ;[Note:] This is different from MATLAB : rounding should be "ceil" NOT "floor" due to the 
nature of the IDL "JULDAY" function 
     new_data[*,*,a] = Water_Thickness[*,*,i] ;Assign the world water thickness (360x180) of 
this date to the new array 
 ENDFOR 
 ;replace previous variables 
 time_Julian = new_time 
 Water_Thickness = new_data 
 ;[Notes:] Months where no data were acquired will remain NAN in this updated 
"Water_Thickness" 
  
 ;NAN-out bad data in September 2004 and adjacent months (see: Chambers ref., GRACE/CSR 
website) 
 nan_ind = where(time_Julian GT JULDAY(8,1,2004) and time_Julian LT 
JULDAY(11,1,2004), count_nan) ;Compute indices of bad months 
 ;print, '**BAD DATA REMOVED (Nan-out): BETWEEN 8/1/2004 and 11/1/2004**' 
 ;Loop through these bad months and assign water thickness to NaN 
 for i = 0, count_nan-1 do begin 
   Water_Thickness[*,*,nan_ind[i]] = !Values.F_nan ;Assign the world water thickness 
(360x180) of this date to nulls 
 endfor 
  
 ;Flip the daily water thickness data (currently upside-down) 
 layer_n = n_elements(time_Julian) ;Retrieve the number of acquisition months 
 Water_Thickness_rotated = fltarr(size(Water_Thickness,/dimension)) ;Initiate an empty array 
for the rotated water thickness 
 ;Loop through all months 
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 for layer_i = 0, layer_n-1 do begin 
     this_Water_Thickness_rotated = rotate(Water_Thickness[*,*,layer_i], 7) ;Transpose and 
rotate the world water thickness map by 270 degrees  
     ;(see: http://www.exelisvis.com/docs/ROTATE.html) 
     Water_Thickness_rotated[*,*,layer_i] = this_Water_Thickness_rotated ;Assign the rotated 
world water thickness of this date to the new array 
 endfor 
  
 n_month=size(water_thickness) 
  
 WATER_THICKNESS_HEMIS = fltarr(360,180, n_month[3]) 
 WATER_THICKNESS_HEMIS[*,*,*] = !Values.F_nan ;Initiate all values to be NaN 
 WATER_THICKNESS_HEMIS[0:179,*,*] = WATER_THICKNESS[180:359,*,*] 
 WATER_THICKNESS_HEMIS[180:359,*,*] = WATER_THICKNESS[0:179,*,*] 
  
 ;___________________________[SCALE FACTOR [no unit], MEASUREMENT AND 
LEAKAGE ERRORS [cm]]________________________ 
 ; Create file id for scale file 
 scale_fileID = ncdf_open(scale_file) ;Open the netCDF file and assign it a file ID 
  
 ; Create ID for variables 
 scale_varID = ncdf_varid(scale_fileID,"SCALE_FACTOR") 
 meas_varID = ncdf_varid(scale_fileID,"MEASUREMENT_ERROR") 
 leak_varID = ncdf_varid(scale_fileID,"LEAKAGE_ERROR") 
  
 ; Retrieve variable values 
 ncdf_varget,scale_fileID,scale_varID, scale_factor 
 ncdf_varget,scale_fileID,meas_varID, meas_error 
 ncdf_varget,scale_fileID,leak_varID, leak_error 
  
 ; SCALE_FACTOR 
 ; Regrid to correct hemispheres 
 scale_factor_hemis = fltarr(360,180) 
 scale_factor_hemis[*,*] = !Values.F_nan ;Initiate all values to be NaN 
 scale_factor_hemis[0:179,*] = scale_factor[180:359,*] 
 scale_factor_hemis[180:359,*] = scale_factor[0:179,*] 
 ; Multiply rotated water thickness by scale factor grid (360x180) 
 Water_Thickness_scaled = fltarr(360,180, n_month[3]) 
 for layer_i = 0, layer_n-1 do begin 
   Water_Thickness_scaled[*,*,layer_i] = 
WATER_THICKNESS_HEMIS[*,*,layer_i]*SCALE_FACTOR_HEMIS 
 endfor 
  
 ; LEAK_ERROR AND MEAS_ERROR 
 ; The leakage errors are residual errors after filtering and rescaling,  
 ; such that the total error in Total Water Storage for a given grid pixel is 
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 leak_error = leak_error/10 
 meas_error = meas_error/10 
 total_error = sqrt(leak_error^2+meas_error^2) 
 ; Regrid to correct hemispheres 
 total_error_hemis = fltarr(360,180) 
 total_error_hemis[*,*] = !Values.F_nan ;Initiate all values to be NaN 
 total_error_hemis[0:179,*] = total_error[180:359,*] 
 total_error_hemis[180:359,*] = total_error[0:179,*] 
 
 ;The errors in nearby pixels are correlated. Therefore, if the total error in a region of adjacent 
pixels is desired,  
 ;this covariance needs to be considered. Here is pseudo-code to get the total leakage (lerr) and 
measurement (merr) errors for a region: 
 ;var_merr = 0. ; measurement error 
 ;var_lerr = 0. ; leakage error 
 ;betam = 300. ; km ~ measurement error de-correlation length 
 ;betal = 100. ; km ~ leakage error de-correlation length 
 ;for i=0, npix-1 do begin 
 ;  for j=0, npix-1 do begin 
 ;    dist = sqrt((lon[i]-lon[j])*cos(lat[i]))^2.+(lat[i]-lat[j])^2.) * (pi/180) * 6371. ; lon, lat in degs, 
dist in km 
 ;    expdbm = exp(-(dist^2.)/(2.*betam^2.)) 
 ;    expdbl = exp(-(dist^2.)/(2.*betal^2.)) 
 ;    var_merr = var_merr + merr[i] * merr[j] * expdbm 
 ;    var_lerr = var_lerr + lerr[i] * lerr[j] * expdbl 
 ;  endfor 
 ;endfor 
 ;sigma_merr = sqrt(var_merr)/npix 
 ;sigma_lerr = sqrt(var_lerr)/npix 
  
 ;Export data to IDL .dat formats 
 ;Water_Thickness_scaled[where(Finite(Water_Thickness_scaled) EQ 0)] = 32767.0 ;Assign 
background values (null) to 32767.0  
 COMPILE_OPT IDL2 ;;;;;;KAREN TEST SYNTAX ERROR;;;;;;;;; 
 map_info=envi_map_info_create(/geographic, mc=[0,0,0,90], ps=[1, 1]) ;Generate geographic 
information (i.e., datum, coordinate system, and initial coordinates) 
 ;[Note:] By default, datum = WGS1984 in ENVI+IDL 
  
 ;IF interpolate_gaps EQ 'NO' THEN BEGIN  ;currently commented 
   ;Write daily world water thickness to an ENVI .dat file (output file name: output_dat_name)  
   envi_write_envi_file, Water_Thickness_scaled, ns=360, nl=180, $ 
   data_type = 4, file_type=envi_file_type('ENVI standard'), map_info=map_info, offset = 0, $ 
   data_ignore_value=32767.0, in_memory=0, out_name=output_dat_name, /no_open 
    
   Time_array = [transpose(year), transpose(month), transpose(date)] ;Reassemble associated 
acquisition time to a 3xn dimension array [i.e., year/month/date] 
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   save, Time_array, filename = output_time_name ;save the acquisition time array to an IDL .sav 
file (output file name: output_time_name) 
   ;[Note:] to restore/open the time file, use: 
          ;  output_time_name = 'C:\Users\Karen\Desktop\GRACE\Sample_Run\Time-
GRCTellus.CSR.200204_201401.LND.RL05.DSTvSCS1401.sav' 
          ; restore, output_time_name   ;variable: Time_array 
 ;ENDIF  
  
 Close, u ;Attributes records all entered; close this txt memo (output file name: attribute_info). 
 FREE_LUN, u 
 print, 'reading_grace_netcdf ran successfully!' 
  
 return 
 end 
 
;_____________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________ 
 ; [END OF CODES] 
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Appendix B: Interactive Data Language (IDL) code for preparing the GLDAS dataset 

; Read in GLDAS and prepare the surface/subsurface runoff, soil moisture, canopy storage, 
snow, and longitude/latitude 
 pro reading_gldas_netcdf,input_folder, model, Q_S,Q_SS,SOIL,CANOPY,SNOW, LON, LAT 
  
 lon_var_index = 0 
 lat_var_index = 1 
 surfro_var_index = 4 
 subsurfro_var_index = 5 
 soilm_var_index = 11 
 totcanop_var_index = 12 
 swe_var_index = 13 
 totet_var_index = 21 
  
 dir = input_folder 
 files = file_search(dir+'\*') 
 ;files=dialog_pickfile(/multi, get_path=get_path) 
 n_files=n_elements(files) 
  
 Q_S = fltarr(360,150, n_files)  
 Q_S[*,*,*] = !Values.F_nan ;Initiate all values to be NaN 
  
 Q_SS = fltarr(360,150, n_files) 
 Q_SS[*,*,*] = !Values.F_nan ;Initiate all values to be NaN 
  
 SOIL = fltarr(360,150, n_files) 
 SOIL[*,*,*] = !Values.F_nan ;Initiate all values to be NaN 
  
 CANOPY = fltarr(360,150, n_files) 
 CANOPY[*,*,*] = !Values.F_nan ;Initiate all values to be NaN 
  
 SNOW = fltarr(360,150, n_files) 
 SNOW[*,*,*] = !Values.F_nan ;Initiate all values to be NaN 
  
 ;EVAP = fltarr(360,150, n_files) 
 ;EVAP[*,*,*] = !Values.F_nan ;Initiate all values to be NaN 
  
 for i=0, n_files-1 do begin 
   fileID = ncdf_open(files[i])        ;Open the netCDF file and assign it a file ID 
   fileinq_struct=ncdf_inquire(fileID) ;Inquire the structure of this netCDF file 
   nvars = fileinq_struct.nvars        ;Retrieve the number of variables 
   natts = fileinq_struct.NGATTS       ;Retrieve the number of GLOBAL attributes 
       
     ; SURFACE RUNOFF 
     surfro_varinq_struct=ncdf_varinq(fileID,surfro_var_index) ;Inquire this variable structure 
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     true_variable_name = surfro_varinq_struct.name ;Retrieve variable name 
     varID=ncdf_varid(fileID,true_variable_name) ;Create a variable ID 
     ncdf_varget,fileID,varID, Q_S_temp ;Retrieve variable value 
     Q_S[*,*,i] = Q_S_temp 
  
     ; SUBSURFACE RUNOFF 
     subsurfro_varinq_struct=ncdf_varinq(fileID,subsurfro_var_index) ;Inquire this variable 
structure 
     true_variable_name = subsurfro_varinq_struct.name ;Retrieve variable name 
     varID=ncdf_varid(fileID,true_variable_name) ;Create a variable ID 
     ncdf_varget,fileID,varID, Q_SS_temp ;Retrieve variable value 
     Q_SS[*,*,i] = Q_SS_temp 
      
     ; SOIL MOISTURE 
     soilm_varinq_struct=ncdf_varinq(fileID,soilm_var_index) ;Inquire this variable structure 
     true_variable_name = soilm_varinq_struct.name ;Retrieve variable name 
     varID=ncdf_varid(fileID,true_variable_name) ;Create a variable ID 
     ncdf_varget,fileID,varID, SOIL_temp ;Retrieve variable value 
     if strcmp(model,'vic') then begin 
       SOIL_sum = TOTAL(SOIL_temp, 3)  
       SOIL[*,*,i] = SOIL_sum 
     endif else if strcmp(model,'noah') then begin 
       SOIL[*,*,i]= SOIL_temp 
     endif 
      
     ; CANOPY STORAGE 
     totcanop_varinq_struct=ncdf_varinq(fileID,totcanop_var_index) ;Inquire this variable 
structure 
     true_variable_name = totcanop_varinq_struct.name ;Retrieve variable name 
     varID=ncdf_varid(fileID,true_variable_name) ;Create a variable ID 
     ncdf_varget,fileID,varID, CANOPY_temp ;Retrieve variable value 
     CANOPY[*,*,i] = CANOPY_temp 
      
     ; SNOW WATER EQUIVALENT 
     swe_varinq_struct=ncdf_varinq(fileID,swe_var_index) ;Inquire this variable structure 
     true_variable_name = swe_varinq_struct.name ;Retrieve variable name 
     varID=ncdf_varid(fileID,true_variable_name) ;Create a variable ID 
     ncdf_varget,fileID,varID, SNOW_temp ;Retrieve variable value 
     SNOW[*,*,i] = SNOW_temp 
      
     ; TOTAL EVAPOTRANSPIRATION 
 ;    totet_varinq_struct=ncdf_varinq(fileID,totet_var_index) ;Inquire this variable structure 
 ;    true_variable_name = totet_varinq_struct.name ;Retrieve variable name 
 ;    varID=ncdf_varid(fileID,true_variable_name) ;Create a variable ID 
 ;    ncdf_varget,fileID,varID, EVAP_temp ;Retrieve variable value 
 ;    NOAH_EVAP[*,*,i] = EVAP_temp 
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     print, i 
      
 endfor 
  
 ; LONGITUDE 
 lon_varinq_struct=ncdf_varinq(fileID,lon_var_index) ;Inquire this variable structure 
 true_variable_name = lon_varinq_struct.name ;Retrieve variable name 
 varID=ncdf_varid(fileID,true_variable_name) ;Create a variable ID 
 ncdf_varget,fileID,varID, LON ;Retrieve variable value 
  
  
 ; LATITUDE 
 lat_varinq_struct=ncdf_varinq(fileID,lat_var_index) ;Inquire this variable structure 
 true_variable_name = lat_varinq_struct.name ;Retrieve variable name 
 varID=ncdf_varid(fileID,true_variable_name) ;Create a variable ID 
 ncdf_varget,fileID,varID, LAT ;Retrieve variable value 
  
 print, 'reading_gldas_netcdf for '+model+' ran successfully!' 
 return 
 end 
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Appendix C: Interactive Data Language (IDL) code for calculating groundwater storage from 

GRACE and GLDAS 

; Subtract the GLDAS storage variables from the GRACE signal to estimate a groundwater 
storage trend 
pro merge_grace_gldas, TIME_JULIAN, NOAH_Q_S, NOAH_Q_SS, NOAH_SOIL, 
NOAH_CANOPY, NOAH_SNOW, NOAH_LON, NOAH_LAT, $ 
                        VIC_Q_S, VIC_Q_SS, VIC_SOIL, VIC_CANOPY, VIC_SNOW, 
WATER_THICKNESS_SCALED, TOTAL_ERROR_HEMIS, $  
                        LON, LAT, Q_S, Q_SS, SOIL, CANOPY, SNOW, GRACE_GLDAS_GW, 
GW_TREND 
  
 LON = NOAH_LON 
 LAT = NOAH_LAT 
 Q_S_temp = (NOAH_Q_S+VIC_Q_S)/2 
 Q_SS_temp = (NOAH_Q_SS+VIC_Q_SS)/2 
 SOIL_temp = (NOAH_SOIL+VIC_SOIL)/2 
 CANOPY_temp = (NOAH_CANOPY+VIC_CANOPY)/2 
 SNOW_temp = (NOAH_SNOW+VIC_SNOW)/2 
  
 ; Fill in GLDAS to global dimensions 180x360 
 size=size(NOAH_Q_S) 
 n_files=size[3] 
  
 Q_S = fltarr(360,180, n_files) 
 Q_S[*,*,*] = !Values.F_nan ;Initiate all values to be NaN 
 Q_S[*,30:179,*] = Q_S_temp 
  
 Q_SS = fltarr(360,180, n_files) 
 Q_SS[*,*,*] = !Values.F_nan ;Initiate all values to be NaN 
 Q_SS[*,30:179,*] = Q_SS_temp 
  
 SOIL = fltarr(360,180, n_files) 
 SOIL[*,*,*] = !Values.F_nan ;Initiate all values to be NaN 
 SOIL[*,30:179,*] = SOIL_temp 
  
 CANOPY = fltarr(360,180, n_files) 
 CANOPY[*,*,*] = !Values.F_nan ;Initiate all values to be NaN 
 CANOPY[*,30:179,*] = CANOPY_temp 
  
 SNOW = fltarr(360,180, n_files) 
 SNOW[*,*,*] = !Values.F_nan ;Initiate all values to be NaN 
 SNOW[*,30:179,*] = SNOW_temp 
  
 ; Replace fill value with NaN 
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 Q_S[where(Q_S eq 1e20)]=!Values.F_NaN 
 Q_SS[where(Q_SS eq 1e20)]=!Values.F_NaN 
 SOIL[where(SOIL eq 1e20)]=!Values.F_NaN 
 CANOPY[where(CANOPY eq 1e20)]=!Values.F_NaN 
 SNOW[where(SNOW eq 1e20)]=!Values.F_NaN 
  
 ; Convert to cm 
 Q_S = Q_S/10 
 Q_SS = Q_SS/10 
 SOIL = SOIL/10 
 CANOPY = CANOPY/10 
 SNOW = SNOW/10 
  
 ; Calculate GLDAS error (standard dev.) 
 ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;; 
  
 ;Remove pixel mean from GRACE and GLDAS 
 !except=0 
 for i=0, n_files-1 do Q_S[*,*,i] = Q_S[*,*,i]-mean(Q_S, dimension=3, /nan) 
 for i=0, n_files-1 do Q_SS[*,*,i] = Q_SS[*,*,i]-mean(Q_SS, dimension=3, /nan) 
 for i=0, n_files-1 do SOIL[*,*,i] = SOIL[*,*,i]-mean(SOIL, dimension=3, /nan) 
 for i=0, n_files-1 do CANOPY[*,*,i] = CANOPY[*,*,i]-mean(CANOPY, dimension=3, /nan) 
 for i=0, n_files-1 do SNOW[*,*,i] = SNOW[*,*,i]-mean(SNOW, dimension=3, /nan) 
 for i=0, n_files-1 do WATER_THICKNESS_SCALED[*,*,i] = 
WATER_THICKNESS_SCALED[*,*,i]-mean(WATER_THICKNESS_SCALED, 
dimension=3, /nan) 
  
 ;Fill in "bad data" of GRACE with moving average 
 n_month=size(water_thickness_scaled) 
 GRACE_DATA = fltarr(360,180, n_month[3]) 
 orig = WATER_THICKNESS_SCALED 
 loc=where(finite(orig) eq 0) 
 temp=smooth(orig,4,/nan) 
 orig[loc]=temp[loc] 
 GRACE_DATA=orig 
  
 ; Subtract GRACE-GLDAS 
 GRACE_GLDAS_GW = GRACE_DATA - (SOIL+CANOPY+SNOW) 
  
 GW_TREND = fltarr(360,180) 
 for i=0,179 do begin 
   for j=0,359 do begin 
     data = reform(grace_gldas_gw[j,i,*]) 
  
     harmon, data, time_julian, (2*!pi/365), mag, phase, avg 
     annual = mag*cos(2*!pi/365*time_julian+phase) 
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     no_annual = data-annual 
  
     p = poly_fit(time_julian, no_annual, 1) 
     GW_TREND(j,i) = p[1]*365; 
   endfor 
 endfor 
  
 print, 'merge_grace_gldas ran successfully!' 
 return 
 end 
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